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What Is Ascend?
Our mission is to revolutionize the crypto analytics and utility space, providing 

comprehensive tools and services that empower investors, traders and enthusiasts to make 

informed decisions and maximize their profits - all in one platform.

Advanced Contract 
& Wallet Analysis

Mixer and Cross-
Chain Swapper Dust Cleaner

Sniper Multisender + More

Advanced Contract 
& Wallet Analysis

Mixer and Cross-
Chain Swapper Dust Cleaner
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Our Mission
Our aim in this project is to produce a one stop shop for traders and developers, by 

producing a range of utilities that enable smooth sailing for project developers, avoiding 

snipers and MEVs. We also aim to make life much simpler for everyone all around in the Defi 

ecosystem.



Our fundamental ethos is the right to anonymity and privacy, so we have been aiming to 

build support for every single functionality a CEX has in a truly anonymous method.
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Our Team
We have an extremely versatile team which has worked on a plethora of projects ranging 

from MBS to CAI and have exceeded 100M mcap before.



We have a team of experienced developers that ensure all of our products undergo constant 

maintenance and ensure we constantly have top of the line projects. 



We’ve also recently contracted a social media manager that is keeping our Twitter in 

constant update.

Managers Developers Marketers
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Ascend Mixer
We have produced a mixer that is usable via Telegram and 

WebApp.



The purpose and usage of a mixer is to allow users to have 

true control of their finances and also have complete range 

of freedom to do as they want with the currency unsurveilled 

and unmonitored.



A mixer also allows users to obscure the origin of their funds 

to prevent scams and other untoward behaviour from 

occurring towards them as a mixer obfuscates your source 

of origin.



It can also allow you to donate to charities and other causes 

when you are in certain countries that are against such 

actions, a good example would be Vitalik using TC to donate 

to the Ukraine cause. It allows you to have true freedom to 

spend and do as you please.

Utility Bot 1
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Ascend Swap

Ascend Swap is a tool that allows users to buy and sell 

tokens and swap between tokens.  

We have added the ability to simplisticly swap between 

ETH and BNB with some users reporting latency as low 

as 3 minutes.   

Through this we are able to allow users to swap between 

a massive myriad of currencies. This is the first stage in 

our solution to a truly anonymous Hub for users.

Utility Bot 2
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Ascend Staking

Users will be able to stake Ascend tokens for a share of the 

revenue. Ascend earns from our utilities.



This rewards users for not selling and massively decreases 

potential sell pressure down the line, it does this by 

rewarding users in ETH rather than Ascend tokens - so unlike 

traditional staking, we do not add additional sell pressure.

Utility Bot 3
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Ascend Dashboard

Within our Dashboard, we will provide an AI analysis of 

wallets and smart contracts. These advanced analytics will 

include key components of your trading strategy and allow 

you to see points you could improve on.



For example

 Are you selling too fast

 Should you TWAP out over a longer time period

 Should you exit at an earlier stage? 


It will also provide analytics on a given CA’s volume and give 

you key stats on the larger holders as well as their 

interactions with it.

Utility Bot 4
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Ascend Sniper

We are currently building our own sniper which will support 

multiple chains and allow users to snipe against methods, 

after tax decreases, give warnings on blacklists and auto 

detect blockdelays to ensure smooth handling for users.



We will also be implementing all of the features competitors 

have, and much more.

Utility Bot 5
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Ascend Portfolio

We will allow users to connect a list of their accounts so 

they can view live balance for all of their balances after 

tax and price impact is taken into account, this allows you 

to have a clear non-complicated idea of your tokens and 

their values.



We will also allow smooth and seamless buying and 

selling from this platform.

Utility Bot 6
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Ascend Multisniper

We have produced a token airdropper that works in a 

significantly more gas-efficient way than any of our 

competitors. It allows users to achieve as prices as low as 

0.1ETH for 101 transfers while gas is relatively high against 

usual market conditions.   

This airdropper also allows you to import holders from any 

contract at all.

Utility Bot 7
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Revenue

The revenue generated will be split between stakers 

and buybacks at a ratio of 70:30  

This allows all holders to benefit from our utilities but 

gives priority to stakers that are helping to decrease 

sell pressure.

Revenue Share
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Partnerships

We have also begun building partnerships with several large 

companies that we will integrate within the Web App, which 

will allow users to do everything they need from getting Uber 

and hotel gift cards with any of their crypto, to sniping the 

latest coins.



Our End Goal
As we move forward, Ascend is committed to continuous improvement, incorporating user 

feedback, and staying ahead of market trends. We will continue to expand our services, explore 

new utility opportunities, and build strong partnerships to strengthen our position as a leading 

crypto analytics and utility platform.  

We invite you to join us on this exciting journey as we revolutionize the crypto landscape, 

providing cutting-edge solutions and unmatched value to our users. Together, let’s Ascend to new 

heights in the world of cryptocurrency!
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